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A few queries came in, as to what book I chose to give away to my friend in Gisborne as 
discussed last month. The book on the top was the choice, as the person I was giving it to, is 
a patchworker who, because of illness wanted to venture out into a portable piece of hand 
stitching. I knew she would have lots of fabric stashed away so it seemed a good place to 
begin.  

A lovely, bright, colourful, can’t wait to open and look inside, type of crafty book. 

One we can look at and admire, as well as try out the relatively simple, but very effective 
patterns inside.  



Compact designs that make use of simple embroidery stitches worked on brightly patterned 
patchwork fabric. An ideal little piece of hand stitching to have to pick up and fill in a few 
moments while waiting for something or someone.  

If only we could add up all the moments spent waiting for the supermarket queue, the 
person in front of you at the ATM, the electrician, the dentist, the water to boil or the traffic 
to move, we would have several more years of our life to live, or maybe just more time left 
to wait! 

 

 

Another follow-on from last month around the discussion of needlework and embroidery in 
prisons. 

The site below is interesting to wander through, especially the Bespoke section.  

https://finecellwork.co.uk/ 

 

Fine Cell Work is a charity that produces handmade items in prisons in Britain.  

Prisoners are taught to stitch high quality pieces of needlework in their cells and in prison 
workshops to instil hope, discipline and self-esteem.  

Currently this program is across  32 prisons in Britain engaging over 500 prisoners each year. 
Items are then sold through the on-line shop. Last year 4,870 products were made in prisons 
across the UK. Prisoners spend an average of 24 hours a week crafting finely embroidered 
cushions, patchwork quilts, a range of contemporary bags and giftware in their cells. 

Fine Cell Work also guides prisoners towards training and support on release. At the Fine 
Works Hub, a London-based workshop, work experience, formal training and employment 
are provided. At the Clothworkers Studio, apprentices are able to complete textile 
qualifications; work with an employment mentor; gain employment support; and take up 
opportunities to take up product manufacture and design, as well as sales and stock 
management.  

 

 



Next month I will begin playing with a variety of stitches and options to choose from using 
DMC Coloris, DMC Variations and other hand dyed threads as we continue to doodle. 

 

In the meantime, it is worth mentioning that not all graded colour in stitching needs to 
come from threads that have a slight variation in their colour. It can also be achieved with 
plain colours. This looks especially good when larger letters of the alphabet are worked in 
varying shades of one colour.  

745 01 3072 153 3753 
744 02 3813 3609 3752 
743 03 503 3608 3325 
742 04 502 3607 3755 

 

Use two strands of thread, working two rows of each colour. All cottons above are DMC. 

The blue colours on the right do not look correct but they work perfectly when stitched. It 
proves that you can’t always rely on the colour that the computer graph replicates. A good 
example of always relying on a stitched sample rather than one that is completely computer 
generated when purchasing a pattern on-line. 

I have outlined the letters in dark grey but choose any colour. Perhaps use a very dark blue 
for the blue and a dark pink for the pink etc. 

Lord Libidan, a cross stitcher from the United Kingdom, writes an article on that same topic 
here - https://lordlibidan.com/how-to-make-sure-you-buy-a-quality-cross-stitch-pattern 

 

BITZY BOBS 

I had an email of thanks from a stitcher in Oklahoma  who went on to mention her husband 
was very pleased as she had recently purchased a Bitzy Bob. I had no idea what she was talking 
about so of course had to have a look. I am not sure what we did before Google. Perhaps we 
were blissfully ignorant, not knowing what we didn’t know.  

Anyway…… I now know what a Bitzy Bob is. An ideal thing for keeping everything needed for 
your current project. Apparently husbands quite like them as the idea is, that all needles and 
sharp items that are attracted to male feet, are corralled into the Bitzy Bob. Well that is the 
idea. A few photos from Etsy for you to judge these Bobs for yourself. 



   

 

They would make a neat little Christmas present for a crafty friend.  

Scary to be mentioning the ‘Chr……’ word but it won’t be long before we are inundated with 
festive things in the shops. It is a good time to begin to start stitching for the season but that’s 
as much as we need to be reminded of, in September.  

 

I had never given any thought as to how other people cross stitch. It wasn’t until an email 
from Jean popped into the inbox that I began to give it some consideration. 

Teaching myself decades ago from the late Jo Verso’s first book, I stitch as is described in her 
book. If there is a large area of one colour I stitch all the way along the row with the 
underneath section of the cross and then whizz all the way back with the top stitches of the 
cross. Small areas are completed crossing each individual stitch. 

Jean asked how I stitched everything from the front of the work. She uses a double ended 
tapestry needle and stitches with one hand below the frame and one hand above.  

She was a bit confused as to how I stitched with a bolster cushion. Perhaps others are 
confused as well!  I thought it best to send her photos. One picture being worth many words.  

Stitching with a double ended needle sounds too difficult for me. Anyway here are a few 
photos of me stitching all from the front of the work. 

This is the first line of stitching – all half 
crosses sloping the same way. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The picture to the left shows the crosses being 
completed on the return journey. 

Everyone has their favourite way. This is the 
easiest way for me. Not perfect no doubt, but 
perfect for me. 

 

A little bit more next month on the incorrect way I stitch – but who cares! 

Whatever way works for you is the right. 

A lot of the time I work in a 6” hoop. I use this size for all my designs. It is easy and comfortable 
to hold on top of my firmly stuffed bolster cushion. Arms and wrists don’t get tired. Otherwise 
I feel as though I am holding my hands/arms uncomfortably up in the air.  

 

 

In everything we do, we all have our own way of getting a result.  

Wearing one of my other hats I train classes of adults.  

One of the ice breaker sessions we did some time ago was to pair everyone off and give one 
of each pair a longish length of ribbon. The object of the exercise is to get one person to 
instruct the other on how to tie a bow. The length of ribbon is long enough to tie around a 
shoe as if the bow was to be on top of the shoe. 

If you get a chance try this and see. You will be amazed at how many ways there are to tie a 
bow! Sounds ridiculous but it is true! 

So it is with stitching. My way will be frowned on by some, although on the other hand it 
may help others to stitch their design more quickly.  

 

More  tips next month on the easiest way to stitch with Variegated colours. 



 

X Stitch magazine has just come out with my three dimensional Mano Neki cat design 
included. 

He can also be found on my ETSY shop https://www.etsy.com/nz/shop/CherryParkerDesigns 

 

The Cat of Fortune is very popular in the 
Orient, especially Japan. 
If the left paw is raised it is believed the cat 
will attract customers to the store. If the 
right paw is raised this invites money and 
the best of luck. 
 
A three dimensional design is a fun way to 
play with cross stitch. Each section of the 
design is stitched separately and stiffened, 
then cut out and assembled.  

Step out of your cross stitch square and 
have fun with a pattern that is a little 
different! 

 

 

 

That’s all for the month so until next 
time………… 

 

 

As always  - Happy stitching 

 

 

Cherry 
www.cherryparker.co.nz 
 
 
Request a pattern, ask a question or unsubscribe at cherry.parker@xtra.co.nz  
 


